SYDERAL SWISS designs and produces on-board electronic equipment for space applications, with a particular focus on
competitive products for new space markets. We have participated in more than 50 successful missions, for customers
such as ESA, NASA, Thales Alenia Space and Airbus. Our extensive references in space programs have made us one of
the main electronic equipment suppliers in Europe for satellite payloads and platforms.
In order to develop our innovative products, SYDERAL SWISS has end-to-end engineering capabilities in digital and analog
electronics design as well as embedded software development, and we produce our electronic equipment in our clean room
production facilities, qualified to space standards. SYDERAL SWISS also has a subsidiary in Poland, SYDERAL Polska
Z.O.O., which offers electronic engineering services for space applications.
In order to reinforce our team, we are searching for a:

Purchaser
Thanks to your knowledge of the market in terms of technologies and processes, you are responsible to identify suppliers
corresponding to our needs, assess and qualify them in cooperation with our product assurance department. You negotiate
and are accountable of the conditions and then, your place orders in order to secure the procurement of components for
our projects. On the basis of the needs calculated in our ERP, you optimize the procurement of components and services
required to manufacture our products. You control the origin of products according to customs regulations, you are in charge
of identifying logistics solutions allowing cost optimization, manage contacts with our providers and supervise the
documentary preparation of shipments. You support our commercial and engineering teams in purchasing cost estimation
for quotations to our customers and develop compliance matrices related to EEE parts requirements.
Holder of a Master's degree in electronics, you have ideally completed your education with a Federal Purchaser's Certificate.
Your significant experience in a similar function, ideally in an electronic space industry and your excellent knowledge of
purchasing techniques and processes will assist you in your function. Excellent negotiator, you are vigilant of the market
opportunities and negotiate partnerships in accordance with our company's strategy. Familiar with the use of an ERP (ideally
ProConcept), you bring your expertise of the purchasing and procurement processes. Your excellent command of French
and English languages allows you to build spontaneous and professional contacts with our various partners; good
knowledge of German language would be a plus.
We offer
A function with a major role in our company, within a context of strong evolution in the international and highly fascinating
environment of space industry.
Are you interested and motivated to join our team? Please send your complete application (CV, cover letter, copies of work
certificates and diplomas) to:

SYDERAL SWISS SA – Human Resources
Rue du Puits-Godet 6
CH-2000 Neuchâtel (Switzerland)
hr@syderal.swiss
http://www.syderal.swiss

